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1) 3번 I took off it my phone to clean it. → I took it off my phone to clean it.
2) 4번 that he could use the slide until a swing became availably, but it was broken. → that he could use the slide until a 

swing became available, but it was broken.
3) 5번 got a phone call and she told Matthew they have to leave. → got a phone call and she told Matthew they had to 

leave.
4) 4번 to be discuss and share your list with other participants before a meeting. → to be discussed and share your list 

with other participants before a meeting.
5) 4번 the longer I hold it, the heavy it feels to me”. → the longer I hold it, the heavier it feels to me”.
6) 4번 “Your stresses in life are alike this glass of water. → “Your stresses in life are like this glass of water.
7) 3번 that your friend is angry with you when her behavior simply reflecting that she’s having a bad day. → that your 

friend is angry with you when her behavior simply reflects that she’s having a bad day.
8) 5번 how many cracker to take at snack time or sorting shells into piles. → how many crackers to take at snack time or 

sorting shells into piles.
9) 3번 with humans turned the switches here and there. → with humans turning the switches here and there.
10) 3번 rising an additional 6 percentage points. → rose an additional 6 percentage points.
11) 5번 which he became most well-known. → which he became most well-known for.
12) 4번 than we were just over a century ago. → than we did just over a century ago.
13) 3번 The world now consumes far more “stuff” that it ever has. → The world now consumes far more “stuff” than it ever 

has.


